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READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS 
DO NOT TURN RADIATORS UPSIDE-DOWN DURING OPERATION 
INTRODUCTION 
Thank you for purchasing our oil-filled radiator. Each unit has been manufactured to ensure 

safety and reliability. Before first use, please read the instructions carefully and keep them 

for further reference. 

ASSEMBLY  
Remove the heater and all the accessories from the carton. 
1、 Turn the heater upside down. 

2、 Position the wheel base assembles between the end fins. 

3、 Attach them to the heater using the U-bolts and wing nuts supplied. 

4、 Tighten the wing nuts. 

5、 Turn the heater the right way up. 

 

PARTS DESCRIPTION 
1. Power setting switch 
2. Thermostat control 
3. Handle 
4. Oil filled fins 
5. Castors 
6. Mains lead storage 

 

 

OPERATING YOUR OIL-FILLED HEATER 
Place the heater on the floor at least 90cm away from the wall and any other objects such as 

furniture, curtains or plants. 

(Make sure the power supply used corresponds to the one on the rating label) 

With the thermostat control switch in the “low” position and the power setting switches in 

the “O” Position; plug the heater into the main power supply. 
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OPERATION 
1、 Room temperature can be adjusted using the thermostat. Simply turn the thermostat 

knob clockwise to increase, and anti-clockwise to decrease the temperature, until you 

reach the desired temperature. 

2、 Switch the heater to one of the following power settings. 

A) 7 Fins: Push switch one (I) for 600W 

Push switch two (II) for 900W 

Push switch one & two (I&Ⅱ) for 1500W. 

B) 9 Fins: Push switch one (I) for 800W 

Push switch two (II) for 1200W 

Push switch one & two (I&Ⅱ) for 2000W. 

3、 The power switch lights up when activated. 

4、 Turning the thermostat control clockwise will increase the “set” temperature. 

5、 Turning the thermostat anti-clockwise will decrease the “set” temperature. 

6、 Do not cover the heater at any time during operation. There is a risk of fire if the heater 

is covered. 

7、 Once you have finished using your heater, turn the power switches off, and the 

thermostat control switch to the “0”positions, and unplug from the mains supply. 

NOTE: 
For correct timer operation the radiator must be connected to the power supply and the 

power switched on. The second hand will indicate when power is connected. 

CLEANING YOUR OIL-FILLED HEATER 
1、 Always disconnect the heater from the mains supply before cleaning. 

2、 Clean the outside of the heater by wiping with a damp cloth and buff with a dry cloth. 

3、 DO NOT use waxes or polishes as these may react with the heater and cause  

discoloration. 

STORING YOUR OIL-FILLED HEATER 
1、 Save the box for off season storage. 

2、 Clean the heater following the cleaning instructions above. 

3、 Remove the wheel base assemblies. 

4、 Place the heater, and wheel assemblies in the original box, and store in a cool and dry 
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place. 

5、 If you choose to store your heater fully assembled be sure to cover it to protect it from 

dust. 

 
Disposal 

Make worn out appliances unusable. Pull out the mains plug and sever 

the mains lead. 

Electric appliances are to be returned to a shop of sale or handed over to 

an official dump. 

 

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS 
 Plug the appliance only in an outlet as mentioned on the rating plate. 

 Do not cover up the cable or run it under the carpet. Make sure that the cable is out of the way and 

not likely to trip anyone up. 

 Do not connect the unit to a self-starting plug (e.g. time switch or thermostat). If the heating 

element switches on automatically and is covered by a cloth or if it is not placed at an adequate 

distance from other objects, danger of overheating and fire may arise. 

 The appliance should not be positioned directly next to or under a mains outlet. There must be at 

least 90cm clearance. 

 Warning! The appliance remains hot even when it has been switched off! Allow to cool completely 

before packing away. 

 An electric appliance is not a children’s toy. Children are not aware of the hazards of electrical 

appliances. Therefore, close supervision is necessary when the appliance is used by children. Keep 

children away from packing material, e.g. plastic bags. 

 Do not use this appliance near the water contained in bath-tubs, washbasins or other receptacles 

nor expose it to rain or other humidity. 

 Should the appliance fall into water, do NOT attempt to retrieve the appliance until the mains plug 

is removed from the mains outlet. Do not re-use the appliance until it is checked by an authorized 

service department. 

 Regularly check for defects in the mains cable. In the case of any defects, the appliance must not 

be put into operation. Remove the plug from the mains outlet and send it to the manufacturer for 

repair. 
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 The appliance must not be operated (disconnect the plug from the mains outlet immediately) 

when; 

 The appliance, casing or cable is damaged. 

 The appliance shows visible signs of damage. 

 A fault is suspected after a fall or other impact. 

 In case of faults during use. 

 Before cleaning or moving the appliance from place to place. 

 After use. 

 Never pull the plug out of the mains outlet with wet hands. 

 Never carry or pull the appliance by the mains lead. 

 Don’t pull the mains lead over sharp edges. Do not wedge it. 

 Do not bend the mains lead or wind it around the appliance. Use the integral lead storage. 

 The installation of a faulty current protective device with a rated breaking current offers you 

additional safety by ensuring that 30mA will not be exceeded in the house installation. Let your 

installation electrician advice you. Danger also exists with appliance which have been switched off, 

this is why, after use, the plug should be removed for the mains. 

 Never put the appliance on hot surfaces or near open flames. Lay the mains lead so that it does not 

touch hot or sharp-edged objects. Do not use the appliance while standing on a humid floor or 

when your hands or the appliance are wet. 

 Do not leave the appliance unattended while it is connected to the power source. 

 The appliance will remain hot for some time after it has been switched off. Allow it to cool before 

moving it. 

 Do not use the appliance outside. 

 Use this appliance only for its intended use as described in this manual. Do not use attachments 

not recommended by the manufacturer. 

 This appliance is not meant for commercial use only exclusively for private use. 

 Only trained personnel should repair electrical appliances. Unskilled repairs can expose the user to 

considerable danger. 

 In case of damage to the power cable this may only be replaced by a customer service authorized 

by the manufacturer. 

 This appliance is filled with a precisely calibrated amount of specialist oil. Opening the appliance 

is highly dangerous and it should only be opened by qualified personnel. 
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 No warranty for possible damage can be accepted if the appliance is used for improper purposes, 

wrongly operated or unprofessionally repaired. In these cases any warranty claim is void. 


